Single Celebrity: Brad Pitt
Is Moving On as a Single Man
As Final Divorce Decisions
Are Made

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, Brad Pitt is officially a single
celebrity after a bifurcated judgment handed down last week,
according to EOnline.com. Angelina Jolie has now taken back
her maiden name since the judgment also declared her single.
The celebrity exes are doing everything they can to work
together, although they are continuing efforts to iron out
custody and financial settlements. Pitt seems to be focusing
mostly on his children and career despite celebrity dating

rumors.

This single celebrity is ready to
move on now that his divorce is
almost complete. What are some
first steps to moving on after a
split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Brad Pitt is officially single now and seems to be focusing on
himself and his children. If you’re in a similar situation,
here are a few things to consider about moving on after a
split:
1. Do your thing: It’s hard to figure out how to be yourself
when you have been with someone for so long. Whether it’s 3
AM dance sessions in your underwear or a vampire movie binge,
take time for yourself to figure out where you want to go now.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley Shares
Photo While On Date with Mystery Man
2. Start dating: There is going to be a time when you have to
get out there and start dating again. It’s okay if you’re not
ready yet, but it doesn’t hurt to poke around a dating site or
to go to a bar for a few drinks just to talk to strangers to
explore your new options.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kaitlyn Bristowe Dishes
About Getting ‘Hot & Heavy” with Jason Tartick During Hook Up
3. Spend time with loved ones: Whether it’s your kids needing
time with Mom or Dad on the weekend or reconnecting with an
old friend you haven’t seen in years because life got busy,
reconnecting with someone important in your life can negate

any negative thoughts that may pop up over the situation that
caused your split.
What are some other first steps to moving on after a split?
Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Brad Pitt
Attends Ex Jennifer Aniston’s
Birthday Party

By Mara Miller

In the latest celebrity news, Brad Pitt went to Jennifer
Aniston’s 50th birthday party, according to EOnline.com. Pitt
and Aniston split in 2005, but are still on good terms with
each other. Pitt wanted to support Aniston as a friend with
other people in her life, but sources say that they won’t be
rekindling their romance any time soon. It’s great to see that
these celebrity exes are still friends on amicable terms.

In celebrity news, Brad Pitt
attended his ex-wife’s star-studded
birthday party. What are some rules
of thumb for keeping the peace with
your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s no reason you have to completely cut your ex out of
your life if you can see yourselves being friends down the
road. This is especially true if you have children or the same
circle of friends. Here are some ways you can keep the peace:
1. Keep it simple: Don’t bring up anything from the past, and
keep your conversation pleasant. There’s no point in rehashing
old fights when you have no intention of getting back
together. Keeping things surface level is usually best.
Related
Link: http://cupidspulse.com/128565/celebrity-exes-cardi-b-off
set-working-things-out-assault-case-adjourned/
2. Avoid a dating atmosphere: Avoid places that bring back old
memories. There’s no reason to introduce nostalgia into the
picture, and you don’t want to be at a place with clear date
vibes. Keep it casual.
Related
Link: http://cupidspulse.com/128244/celebrity-exes-chris-pratt
-anna-faris-co-parenting-tips/
3. Keep yourself in check: It’s okay to question yourself
about old feelings about your ex. This is why giving each
other space if you both need it is fine, especially if you run
in the same social circles or have children together.

What are some ways you can keep the peace with your ex? Share
your thoughts below.

Celebrity Exes Brad Pitt &
Angelina Jolie Reach Child
Custody Agreement

By Ivana Jarmon
In celebrity news, Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt have come to
an agreement after months of fighting over their custody
agreement. Jolie’s attorney confirmed to EOnline.com, “A
custody arrangement was agreed to weeks ago, and has been

signed by both parties and the judge,” Samantha Bley DeJean of
Bley and Bley shared in a statement. The celebrity exes both
were able to come together for their six children.

These
celebrity
exes
reached an agreement when
to custody of their kids.
some ways to compromise
comes to your kids after a

finally
it comes
What are
when it
split?

Cupid’s Advice:
Co-parenting after a split is not easy, especially if you’re
not on good terms with your ex. But, Cupid has some ways to
compromise when it comes to your kids after a split:
1. Set your pain aside: Successful co-parenting means setting
your emotions aside to the needs of your children. Putting
your feelings may be hard at first and learning to work with
your ex, but it’s the most important. Because co-parenting
isn’t about you and your ex it’s about your children
happiness.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Ariana Grande Says She Will
Always Have ‘Irrevocable Love’ for Ex Pete Davidson
2. Communication is key: Peacefulness relies on communication
with your ex and is on top of the list for co-parenting. The
only thing you and your ex should be talking about is your
children, no need to talk about anything else. Make your child
the key priority of every discussion you have with your ex.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Diddy Navigates Life as a Single
Father After Kim Porter’s Death
3. Co-parent as a team: Parenting requires teamwork, whether

you like each other or not. As parents, you need to
communicate and cooperate without arguing about your personal
stuff and focus on your child. You both need to be on the same
page when it comes to parenting which means: rules,
discipline, schedules etc.
What are some ways to compromise when it comes to your kids
after a split? Share your thoughts below.

Love & Libations: Celebrity
Wines For Turkey Day

By Yolanda Shoshana

I’m sure you noticed that the day after Halloween the
Christmas stuff was out front and center. Let’s not forget
about poor forgotten Thanksgiving. After all, it’s a day to
remember to be grateful for family and friends. Who doesn’t
love stuffing themselves with good food and libations on this
holiday? While there are many wines to pair with your turkey
day meal, here are some celebrity selections that are
delicious and will make you feel fancy.

Different Celebrity Wines
1) Moet Chandon Champagne Brut
It’s the first Champagne to even bother to work with
celebrities. The first ambassador was Scarlett Johannsson. No
one knows why their relationship didn’t last, but the bubbles
moved on to tennis great, Roger Federer, to continue with its
sexy sipping.
You may not realize this, but sparkling wine is perfect to
pair with a Thanksgiving meal since bubbles go with anything
and everything. Most people wait for a special occasion to
break out the Champagne. What could be better than a meal
with friends and family on a day full of gratitude? The wine
would go great with turkey, but it’s perfect for your guest
who simply likes to indulge in the side dishes.
Related Link: Love & Libations: Autumn + Red Wine = Love
2) 2015 Napa Valley Three by Wade Red Blend/Wade Cellars
NBA player, Dwayne Wade has a lot to be grateful for this
Thanksgiving. He and his wife/actress, Gabrielle Union, has
just welcomed a baby girl. Wade has even taken time off from
games to welcome his daughter.
As some of you may know, Wade is part of the secret NBA wine
club. He enjoys wine so much that he started his own luxury
wine label called Wade Cellars. The Napa Valley Three has some

of the best red grapes swirled together such as Malbec,
Merlot, Syrah, and Zinfandel. The black fruit and floral notes
would be perfect for celebrating the day with those you love.
Related Link:
Halloween
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3) Lve Chardonnay/ Lve Collection by John Legend
John Legend has been in the wine game for a few years now. He
teamed with wine personality, Charles to create a wine that is
elegant and sophisticated. Long story short, his wine is as
smooth as his music. I would love to know what he and Chrissy
Teigen pair his wines. Will she cook this Thanksgiving or have
it catered now that she has two little ones? Whatever they do,
I assume wine will be in hand.
This California produced wine would be a delight with your
turkey and for those who are vegetarians at your table. It’s
full and rich with notes of butter and toasted almonds. It’s
the perfect pairing and works well with a good playlist
featuring some of John’s music.
Related Link: Love & Libations: Palate Pleasing Pairings &
Celebrity Couple Inspiration for Thanksgiving Day
4) Miraval Rosé/ Chateau Miraval Cotes de Provence
While the love may be over between Brad Pitt and Angelina
Jolie their wine remains something to fall in love with. When
they released the rosé it sold out in minutes. When the couple
announced their split, wine lover around the world panicked
because no one knew would become of their beloved rosé.
The wine lives on until further notice. If you are a fan of a
good French rosé, this one is for you. A glass of Miraval
would be great as an aperitif when your guests arrive or as a
kick off to a more intimate dinner.
For more Love & Libations date night ideas and celebrity

couple predictions from Yolanda Shoshana, click here.

Celebrity News: Find Out Why
Angelina Jolie is Waging War
Over Custody with Brad Pitt

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, Angelina Jolie is waging a way over custody
of her six children with Brad Pitt after their celebrity
divorce. In a court document filed August 7 by Jolie’s legal
team, Jolie claimed Pitt “has paid no meaningful child

support” in the 23 months since their separation. According to
UsMagazine.com, sources say the reason Jolie is revving up the
custody battle is because, “She sees the writing on the wall:
Joint custody is a done deal, and there is nothing she can do
to stop it.” Pitt was the subject of a child services
investigation immediately following Jolie’s divorce filing,
but he was cleared of any wrongdoing. Though Jolie has held
primary custody of the kids, Pitt has been granted increased
visitation rights. In June, Pitt was granted temporary shared
custody for the summer by an L.A. judge. An insider said,
“Brad is done playing doormat to Angie, hoping that would tamp
down her anger. He is going to trust his lawyers and inner
circle of friends to continue to be there for him — and get
him joint custody of the kids.”

In celebrity news, Angelina Jolie
isn’t going to go quietly into the
night when it comes to the custody
of her children. What are some ways
to make a custody battle more
civil?
Cupid’s Advice:
Custody battles can be hard for both the parents and the
children. Cupid has some tips on how to make it easier:
1. Think of your children: During a custody battle, it’s
important you remember the reason you are going through all of
this: your children. Do your best to keep things civil to ease
the pain and turmoil your kids will have to go through with
their parents splitting up.
Related Link: Celebrity News: How Brad Pitt Came Out of Split

from Angelina Jolie Better Than Ever
2. Open communication: Even if you may have negative feelings
towards your ex, it’s important you keep communication open
during a custody battle. Icing each other out will only cause
more tension and cause things to get uncivil.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brad Pitt Was ‘Done Being Mr.
Nice Guy’ in Custody Agreement with Angelina Jolie
3. Understand each other: As much as you might want to loathe
your ex and have them have zero contact with your kids, it’s
important you understand where they are coming from and the
love they have for your children. Be understanding and respect
that they deserve time with your children as well.
Have any more tips on how to make a custody battle more civil?
Comment below!

Celebrity News: How Brad Pitt
Came
Out
of
Split
from
Angelina Jolie Better Than
Ever

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, Brad Pitt seems to have come out of his
celebrity break up with Angelina Jolie better than ever. After
his shocking split with Angelina Jolie, with her filing for
divorce and requesting full custody of their six children,
Pitt seemed to be in a bad place. Despite cheating allegations
and custody fights, Pitt has relied on therapy, solitude and
sobriety to “strip down the foundation and break out the
mortar,” as the 54-year-old actor said in an interview with GQ
Style. Pitt also said, “For me every misstep has been a step
toward epiphany, understanding, some kind of joy. Yeah, the
avoidance of pain is a real mistake. It’s the real missing out
on life. It’s those very things that shape us, those very
things that offer growth, that make the world a better place,
oddly enough, ironically. That make us better.” According to
EOnline.com, an insider said Pitt and Jolie have “had a pretty
dramatic year and [Pitt] wants things to remain calm in the
future.” One source said the actor has been on a few dates,
but hasn’t focused on any serious relationship yet. Another
insider said Pitt maintains an active social life and that
“Brad spent a lot of time alone and in private looking at

himself and reevaluating what was most important and who he
wanted to be. Now he’s in a place where he’s implemented those
changes and has a lot more clarity. He’s come out of that dark
time and is in a much better place.”

In celebrity news, Brad Pitt has
never been happier. What are some
ways to know it’s time for a change
in your relationship status?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes, it’s time for a relationship to end. Cupid has some
ways to know it’s time for a change:
1. You constantly fight: If you and your partner are
constantly fighting, it may be time to end the relationship.
You shouldn’t be in a relationship where you are unhappy, so
even if you really care about your partner, it might be the
right thing to do to let them go.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brad Pitt Was ‘Done Being Mr.
Nice Guy’ in Custody Agreement with Angelina Jolie
2. You feel stuck: Even if there isn’t any drama in your
relationship, sometimes it can be rough when you feel a lack
of passion or interest in your partner. If you feel your
relationship is only holding you back, you should consider
changing your relationship status.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brad Pitt is Casually Dating as
He Adjusts to Single Life as a Dad
3. You don’t have time for each other: Sometimes, two people
just aren’t meant to be together when it comes down to timing.
If you and your partner never seem to have time to hang out or

go on dates, it might be time to take a break. If you miss
each other, you can always try working it out again. But, it
might be best for you to take some time alone.
Know any more ways to tell that you need to change your
relationship status? Comment below!

Celebrity News: Brad Pitt Was
‘Done Being Mr. Nice Guy’ in
Custody
Agreement
with
Angelina Jolie

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, the custody battle between Brad Pitt and
Angelina Jolie is getting contentious. A source told
UsMagazine.com that amid the celebrity divorce, Pitt is “very
angry” with Jolie for being “controlling of their children”
and will “do anything to see his kids and have them in his
life.” Court documents show that the judge said “it is
critical each of [the Jolie-Pitt children] have a healthy and
strong relationship with their father and mother” and that it
is “harmful” for Maddox, Pax, Zahara, Shiloh, Knox and
Vivienne to not have a relationship with their father. The
papers also state that if Jolie does not allow the children to
build relationships with Pitt, she could lose full custody of
them. An insider said “Brad has taken the high road through
all of this; he could have gone to court much sooner to ask
the judge to intervene. He was done being Mr. Nice Guy and
rolled the dice.” After the custody agreement leaked, Jolie
released a statement through her spokesperson on June 13
saying, “This misleading leak is not in the best interests of
the children. From the start, Angelina has been focused only
on their health and needs, which is why it was so important

that this last court hearing be conducted privately.”

In celebrity news, Brad Pitt is
fighting
for
time
with
his
children. What are some ways to
affect your kids the least after a
split?
Cupid’s Advice:
A breakup is always hard, but it’s even harder when there are
children involved. Cupid has some tips to make it easier for
your kids:
1. Work with your ex: Even after breaking up with your
partner, it’s important for the sake of your children that you
two work together. You and your ex need to coordinate when you
will be spending time with your kids and help each other out
in providing what your children need. Plus, you want your kids
to see you and your former partner as a united front even
after the split, because fighting parents will really upset
your children.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie’s
Lawyers Are Trying to Hash Out Custody Agreement
2. Maintain old routines: After your breakup, it’s important
things don’t feel completely different for your children.
While they will have to deal with separate households, it’s
important you stick to traditions and routines your children
are used to. This way, things won’t feel completely different
for them.
Related Link: Former Celebrity Couple Angelina Jolie & Brad
Pitt Agree to Seal Divorce Documents

3. Show your love: It’s most important that in this time you
show love and support for your children. Let your children
know that your split with their other parent is not their
fault at all and that you both still love them completely.
Make sure to each spend as much time with your children as you
can, because your breakup is a time where they will a lot of
comfort.
Know any more ways to make a breakup easier for your children?
Comment below!

Relationship
Pitfalls of
Divorcing

Advice:
The
Dating While

By Dr. Jane Greer
Dating someone new is exciting but often challenging, and
adding the complications of a divorce that’s not officially
finalized yet, as well as kids from the fractured marriage,
into the mix can create a whirlwind of possible pitfalls and
new challenges. Waiting for a divorce to become official,
though, can take some time, and it is often difficult to put
the entire future of one’s love life on hold until it is all
said and done. Actor Brad Pitt, for example, has been seeing
MIT professor Neri Oxman in the midst of ending his marriage
to Angelina Jolie. Dating while being separated from your exspouse can often feel like a no man’s land of uncharted
territory with no clear rules. There may be concerns about how
quickly to move things along, or a newfound fear of commitment
because the most recent union failed.

While you may be eager to move
forward and find new love, it can

feel like a slippery slope where
you can get in too deep quickly,
sometimes without even meaning to.
With that in mind, there are
certain pieces of relationship
advice to consider as you navigate
this sometimes lawless territory.
The first obvious question is how soon is too soon? It is a
very personal journey in terms of how each person manages the
sadness of saying good-bye to someone they loved and shared a
life with. Some people have no immediate desire to meet
someone new, and instead withdraw and go into emotional
hibernation, unwilling to put themselves out there for a while
and risk being hurt again or diving into another unsuccessful
relationship. Others take the opposite approach and seek out a
new romance because that is what they believe they need to
survive the turmoil they are facing. Taking your personal
inventory of what works for you, figuring out your own rhythm
of moving faster or slower, can be helpful in gauging the best
way for you to proceed. If you do decide to jump back in to
the pond of love, try to consider what didn’t work in your
marriage and attempt to avoid those behaviors in this new
partnership.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brad Pitt is Casually Dating as
He Adjusts to Single Life as a Dad
Along those same lines, how do you balance the
responsibilities and devotion you have to your children, as
well as all the things that go along with taking apart your
old life, with this new person? Consider how much energy you
realistically have to give to your new identity as a single

person and to your new relationship. If you have met someone
you really like and want to get involved, that is fine, but
keep your kids in mind and pace yourself with how you
introduce them, possibly saying your new love interest is
simply a friend at first so as not to confuse them. On the
flip side, you might find you are not ready to invest a lot of
time into a new romance. He or she might want to jump right
in, planning dates and weekend brunches, but you are juggling
time with your kids and don’t want to miss a soccer game or a
dance performance which often conflicts with the proposed
plans. Think about and prioritize what is most important to
you, and be completely honest about what you are willing and
able to put into this new situation. Be clear about your time
and what you need to keep it balanced. It can be helpful to
convey this upfront so that they can keep their expectations
of you realistic and not bombard you with demands for getting
together. By doing this it will help make the new relationship
stay light and be a relief for you, instead of becoming
another emotional burden and a new source of guilt.
Related Link: Relationship Advice: Can You Cheat Jealousy?
Finally, is it okay to talk about your ex and the details of
your divorce with your new dates? There is no question that
you have gone through a difficult time as you and your exspouse untangle the life you shared together. It has probably
been the focal point of everything for you, all that you can
think about. It is natural, then, that it is what you are used
to talking about, and very likely what you want to talk about.
That is understandable, but when it comes to the people you
are just meeting and getting to know, the less you say about
the nitty-gritty of your ex and your divorce, the better. Try
to keep the conversation focused on fun topics such as
activities you enjoy doing as well as those you would like to
pursue in the future. Instead of making this new person your
support system while you go through the divorce, allow your
connection to be about what is ahead of you and think about it

as an opportunity to explore who you are now and who you are
becoming.
While it is a lot to contend with, it appears Brad is handling
these possible roadblocks and choices with aplomb. Neri seems
to be taking everything in stride, and perhaps she and Brad
can continue on this path to happiness together.
Please tune in to the Doctor on Call radio hour
on HealthyLife.net every Tuesday at 2 PM EST, 11 AM PST. First
and third Tuesdays are Shrink Wrap on Call, second Tuesdays
are HuffPost on Call, and the last Tuesday of the month is
Let’s Talk Sex! Email your questions dealing with
relationships, intimacy, family, and friendships to Dr. Greer
at askdrjane@drjanegreer.com. Connect with Dr. Jane Greer on
Facebook, at www.facebook.com/DrJaneGreer, and be sure to
follow @DrJaneGreer on Twitter for her latest insights on
love, relationships, sex, and intimacy. For more on Dr. Greer,
visit http://www.drjanegreer.com.

Celebrity Getaway: Kourtney
Kardashian & Younes Bendjima
Vacation in Turks & Caicos

By Jessica Gomez
In celebrity news, celebrity couple Kourtney Kardashian and
Younes Bendjima went on a fun couples vacation. The celebrity
getaway in Turks and Caicos consisted of a nice bike ride,
hanging out by the ocean, and taking in all the scenery the
beautiful celebrity destination has to offer, according to
UsMagazine.com. Kardashian posted photos of the couples’
romantic getaway on her Instagram Story and Snapchat on
Saturday for all to see.

Celebrity getaways don’t have to be
just for the famous. What are some
getaway ideas for you and your
partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Going away with your significant other is important because
ideally, you want to have as much quality time and fun

together as possible. Cupid has some ideas on romantic places
to go that are celebrity couple-approved (besides Turks and
Caicos of course):
1. Paris, France: Celebrity couple Jennifer Lopez and Alex
Rodriguez went to France and enjoyed some of what the romantic
country has to offer. One of France’s best places to go is
Paris! There are many things to do, one being enjoying a nice
dinner by the Eiffel Tower. Click here for a list of romantic
places in Paris.
Related Link:

Celebrity Travel: Top 5 European Hotspots

2. Prague, Czech Republic: Former celebrity couple Brad Pitt
and Angelina Jolie have visited the romantic city. It’s one of
most romantic places in the world after all! The city can make
you fall in love all over again. Enjoy a candlelit dinner, go
check out the castles, gardens, and monuments too. There is
tons to do. Click here for a list of the most romantic places
to go to in Prague.
Related Link: Top 5 Celebrity-Approved Couple Vacation Spots
3. Santorini, Greece: Shakira and her husband Gerard Piqué
have been spotted here. Hanging out with your significant
other, taking in the view of the stunning Aegean Sea is
definitely one of the most romantic things you can ever do.
Taking a couples vacation here is sure to take your breath
away. The scenery is to die for. Click here for a little
guide.
Which vacation spot are you eager to go to? Share below!

Love & Libations: Date Ideas
& Summer Loving With Rosé

By Yolanda Shoshana
With the start of spring earlier this week and summer creeping
closer, it’s time to bust out the rosé. While it’s fun to
“rosé all day” anytime of the year, there’s something even
more magical about sipping the pink wine during the spring and
summer months. If you’re looking for a fun date idea, here are
four rosés that you can enjoy to make you feel like the rich
and famous.

Spring & Summer Date Ideas with
Rosé
Related Link: Sparkling Wine for Holiday Date Nights
Château Miraval Rosé
Love didn’t keep Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie together, but
their wine, Miraval, is still flowing strong. When the former
celebrity couple came out with the rosé, it was such a hit
that it was named “the best rosé in the world.” When they
split, the first question was, “What will happen with the
wine?” Luckily, the wine lives on!
Pitt once said that he tastes every barrel himself — but now,
I’m not sure who tastes for him now since he is rocking a
sober life. Made from four grape varietals in Provence, it’s
an elegant wine that works for all types of occasions. This
wine is perfect for what Wendy Williams calls the “kitchen
table top,” when you are with family and friends sharing
secrets, celebrity gossip, and the joys or oys of life.
Diving Into Hampton Water Rosé
Can you imagine Jon Bon Jovi sipping rosé by the pool? It’s
not a bad image at all. He just launched a new rosé inspired
by the Hamptons called Diving Into Hampton Water. Rosé wine is
known as “Hampton’s Gatorade” because it’s a big deal during
the summer. Bon Jovi’s son, Jesse Bongiovi, came up with the
concept and name of the wine. While the name of the wine
features the Hamptons, it’s actually produced in the South of
France by the very charming winemaker, Gérard Bertrand.
It’s the kind of wine to sip by a pool when hanging out with
your boo. The wine is selling out because it’s shiny and new.
If you can get your hands on a bottle, it will be a special
treat for you and the one you love.

Sofia Rosé
This rosé by Francis Ford Coppola is named after his only
daughter Sofia, who most people know as a talented director
and screenwriter. With her busy schedule, I can’t help but
wonder how often she has her wine. This California wine is a
blend of Syrah and Pinot Noir. It’s an elegant wine in a sexy
bottle that showcases the lively pink color of the rosé. The
aromas in the wine are floral and berries, which make it
wonderful to pair with fish, seafood, and cheese.
Skip the Sofia Rosé bubbles in the can and go for the still
wine in a bottle. It’s perfect to pair with a quiet date night
at home or when you’re cooking dinner together.
Related Link: Heat Up Your Relationship with a Date Night in
the Kitchen
Vanderpump Rosé
While Lisa Vanderpump is famous for being one of the stars of
Real Housewives of Beverly Hills, she is quickly becoming
known for her wine. Since she and her husband, Ken Todd, are
in the hospitality business with 28 bars and restaurants,
having a wine is a natural progression. The Vanderpump Rosé is
produced in Provence, so it’s perfect to drink when you want
to feel like you are in the France without hopping on a plane.
As Vanderpump says, “Life isn’t all diamonds and rosé — but it
should be.”
It’s a feminine wine with a lot of personality on the palate.
This wine is perfect for your summer soirees at a rooftop bar
or in the backyard with your squad.
For more Love & Libations date ideas and celebrity couple
predictions from Yolanda Shoshana, click here.

Celebrity
News:
Would
Jennifer Aniston Get Back
Together With Brad Pitt?

By Jessica Gomez
Former celebrity couple Jennifer Aniston and Justin Theroux’s
split is raising a certain question: will celebrity
exes Aniston and Brad Pitt be getting back together now that
they’re both single? According to UsMagazine.com, Aniston and
Pitt will not be rekindling their celebrity relationship after
all. “Jen wouldn’t consider being with Brad in a romantic
way,” a friend of Aniston’s said. “But there is always a spot

in her heart for him.” As for Pitt, a source said, “Brad is
sad to hear about Jen’s divorce. He only wishes the best for
her. However, Brad hasn’t reached out to Jen, and has no plans
to do so at this point.”

In this celebrity news, fans are
speculating about Jennifer Aniston
and Brad Pitt now that both have
gone through splits. What are some
things to consider before getting
back together with an ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Whether or not to get back with an ex is an important
decision. It isn’t always an easy one either. Cupid has some
things to consider before making the choice:
1. Have you both moved on from the reason you both broke up?:
Think about the reason why you both broke up in the first
place. Was it for a good reason or was it circumstantial?
Then, also think about whether you both have forgiven each
other completely for past mistakes. If you have, then that can
be a good sign — if not, then not so much. If you feel like
you haven’t forgiven your ex for something, then that problem
will probably constantly arise during your reconciled
relationship.
Related Link: Justin Theroux Found Post-Its from Brad Pitt
During Jennifer Aniston Marriage
2. Do you see a future with your ex?: Why go back to an ex if
you don’t think it’s going to be serious and no good future
ahead? Think about this thoroughly — sometimes we see a future

with someone, but that future comes with unnecessary obstacles
and negativity. If this is the case, then it may be a sign
that your ex is meant to stay an ex. Think about this while
spending some time apart — it’s something big to ponder.
Related Link: Justin Theroux Had ‘Reservations’ About Marrying
Jennifer Aniston
3. What are reasons to get back together and not get back
together?: Pro and con lists are good ones to make. Be fair
and think about why you should get back together with your ex
and why you shouldn’t. Then, weigh it all. Certain things
weigh more than others, so be honest and just with yourself
when considering all the information. Making a list with a
friend can help, as long as that friend isn’t necessarily
biased.
What are some things you or a friend considered before getting
back with an ex? Share below!

Celebrity Break-Up: Justin
Theroux Found Post-Its from
Brad Pitt During Jennifer
Aniston Marriage

By Carly Horowitz
In latest celebrity news, Justin Theroux found post-it notes
from Jennifer Aniston‘s celebrity ex, Brad Pitt, during the
time that he was together with Aniston. According to
UsMagazine.com, a source stated, “He stumbled upon old Post-it
notes Brad had written. Sweet little Post-its like, ‘You
looked nice tonight’ or ‘Miss you already’.” The source
further explained that these post-it notes caused much
controversy. The source goes on to say, “Jen assured him they
weren’t a big deal, but Justin wasn’t thrilled … Justin had
moments of insecurity like that.” Needless to say, details are
still surfacing with regard to the Aniston-Theroux celebrity
break-up.

Details from this celebrity breakup are still emerging. What are
some ways to keep the personal

details of your relationship under
wraps post-split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Personal details about your relationship are just that —
personal. It can be a burden if these intimate details are
being released. Post-split time is stressful in general. It
doesn’t need to be more stressful by details being revealed.
Cupid is here with some advice on how to keep those personal
details on the down-low after your break-up:
1. Be careful to whom you tell information: A relationship is
usually between only two people. If you truly want to keep the
details between you two, be meticulous about who you share
your post-split details with. Even your best friend might not
be able to keep the juicy details to themselves.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Jennifer Aniston & Justin
Theroux Announce Separation
2. Get on good terms with your ex: Have a mature conversation
with your ex and make sure you guys are on decent terms after
your separation. Make it clear that you want to keep your
information private. If you and your ex aren’t on good terms,
it could cause them to potentially leak information in regards
to your relationship that you did not want exposed. Make sure
you guys are on the same page.
Related Link: Celebrity Break-Up: Justin Theroux
‘Reservations’ About Marrying Jennifer Aniston

Had

3. Be straight forward: If you must expose information to
someone post-split, be straight forward and make affirmative
statements so that your words cannot be twisted and skewed.
Say things like “We have moved on maturely”, and just leave it
at that.

How else can you keep your personal break-up details secret?
Comment below!

Celebrity News: Brad Pitt is
Casually Dating as He Adjusts
to Single Life as a Dad

By Rachel Sparks
According to E!Online.com, the celebrity news is that Brad
Pitt is slowly dipping his toes into the celebrity dating
pool. The 46-year old actor is adapting to being single and

seeing his family. Pitt stays busy by meeting with his large
group of guy friends, none of them in the business, riding his
motorcycle, and having regular dinner and lunch meetings.
Though Pitt doesn’t see his six kids as much as he wants, he
has been filling his time with family, including going back to
his Missouri and Oklahoma roots. As far as dating? This
recently divorced celebrity says it’s complicated and not a
priority.

This celebrity news shows us celebs
aren’t immune to having to adjust.
What are some ways to know you’re
ready to get back into the dating
scene when you have kids?
Cupid’s Advice:
Balance is key when you’re a single parent. You have to make
sure you balance the demands of your career with the demands
of your family. Maintaining a house, both the operations and
finances, alone can be a challenge. Somewhere in there, of
course, you need to be able to take care of yourself. Here’s
Cupid’s dating advice to help you get ready for dating again:
1. Balance career: If you were the main bread-winner,
maintaining the house and investing in your family was on the
back burner because you had someone else helping you. When
suddenly your support is gone, having the mental and physical
energy to still invest in your career in addition to your new
responsibilities can be daunting. Make sure your career is in
a place where you can take some focus away and instead invest
in yourself and a relationship.
Related Link: Former Celebrity Couple Angelina Jolie and Brad
Pitt Agree to Seal Divorce Documents

2. Are your kids ready: With a large brood of kids like Brad
Pitt, getting back into dating can be a lot harder. Each age
range of childhood processes divorce differently, so each
child will vary on their resistance to a parent returning to
dating. As a parent, be ready for that resistance, but make
sure you’re caring for your children, too.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt Are
Talking Again
3. Length of relationship: Depending on the length of your
marriage, you may need more time to cope post-divorce. Shared
affairs, such a mortgages and finances, can be hard to unravel
and separate. Aside from that, the emotional aspect of
becoming suddenly single can be a shock. As fun as dating can
be again, if you’re looking for something more serious,
consider giving yourself the adequate amount of time to heal
and the appropriate length of courting before claiming a
relationship is serious.
As a single parent, how have you decided when it was the right
time to start dating again? Share your dating advice below!

New Celebrity Couple? Brad
Pitt
&
Sienna
Miller
‘Spending Some Time Together’

By Marissa Donovan
Former co-stars Brad Pitt and Sienna Miller could possibly be
dating! According to UsMagazine.com, they seemed interested in
each other in April during a cast and crew dinner for The Lost
City of Z. The two were spotted together again at
the Glastonbury Festival with celebrity pal Bradley Cooper on
June 24th. Since Pitt’s celebrity divorce from Angelina Jolie,
he has been spending time with his children and casually
dating. Maybe these Hollywood actors will someday walk down
the red carpet together as a celebrity couple!

There may be a new celebrity couple
in Hollywood! What are some ways to
know you’re ready to move on from
your ex?
Cupid’s Advice:
Like Brad Pitt, ending a relationship that has lasted many

years can be deviating. Eventually you will be prepared to get
back in the dating scene. Here are some ways to know you’re
ready:
1. You’re okay being single: Rushing into a new relationship
is never a good idea and it’s a sign that you’re not over your
heartache. Knowing that it’s okay to be single is the best
mindset to have when casually dating. This will make you feel
optimistic instead of hurt when a first date doesn’t go well.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Angelina Jolie & Brad Pitt Are
Talking Again
2. There’s no fake closure: Sometimes putting on a fake smile
after a break-up can be a defense mechanism for the pain
you’re still experiencing. Having real closure is the sense
that you understand and accept that you and your ex partner
need to see other people.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Sienna Miller Says She Stills
Cares ‘Enormously’ for Ex Jude Law
3. You don’t check your phone: There used to be an urgency to
check your phone while you were in a relationship, but now you
put it on silent more often. If you catch yourself enjoying
the moment you’re in instead of worrying about what your ex
partner wants, then you’re totally available to see other
people!
What do you think of this possible Hollywood couple? Let us
know in the comments!

Top 5 Kid-Friendly Fashions
That Celebrity Parents Love
for Their Own Children

By Noelle Downey
There’s no doubt about it, we all love to keep up with what
the stars are wearing, whether on the red carpet or while
stepping out of the gym, so we know what fashion standards to
strive for with our own wardrobes. But what about when it
comes to dressing our kids? While celebrity fashion trends for
children featured in magazines can look adorable, are they
actually kid-friendly? And do celebrity kids actually wear
them? Well, now your fashion fears are over! We here at
Cupid’s Pulse have compiled a list of the top five most

fashionable brands that celebrity kids wear and celebrity
parents love that your own favorite kiddos can’t help but
enjoy too!

Keep your kids in style with these
celebrity
fashion
trends
for
children that celebrity parents
can’t get enough of!
1. Western Chief Rainwear: If you want to keep your favorite
kiddos dry and in style, why not invest in the brand that some
of your favorite celebrity kids are wearing these days when
the clouds roll in and the days get stormy. Western Chief is
known
for
its
adorable
boots,
raincoats,
and
umbrellas featuring characters your kid loves such as Batman,
Hello Kitty, or Thomas the Train Engine. Celebrity moms from
Katie Holmes to Gwen Stefani have been spotted out with their
kids wearing these cute designs, so now is definitely the time
to get the jump on this celebrity fashion trend for your
kiddos! Keep them dry in this awesome rain gear so they can
fashionably splash in puddles to their heart’s content.
2. The Mini Classy Harem Pants: Every parent knows that kids
love to run around and move freely when it comes to play time,
so why not allow them to do it in style with these comfy harem
pants from celebrity-approved line The Mini Classy? These
loose and soft striped pants will give your kids plenty of
wiggle room as they scramble up the climbing wall at the park
or race to the dinner table for lunch. Not only are they comfy
and fashionable, they’re also (obviously) incredibly cute, and
it’s clear that celebrity parents everywhere agree. Superstars
like reality TV star Khloe Kardashian and Mario Lopez have
grabbed a pair of these pants for their favorite kids, and now
you can too!

Related Link: Satin Is the Newest Celebrity Style for Spring!
3. Burberry: Although Burberry certainly isn’t cheap, if
you’re looking to splurge on something red-carpet worthy for
your little one, look no further than Burberry’s kids line.
Grab one of Burberry’s signature checked coats to keep your
child toasty on nippy fall nights or cold winter mornings, or
bundle them in a Burberry sweater with matching scarf for a
chic look that will also keep them warm and glowing all winter
long. After all, they’ll certainly be in good company, with
celebrity parents like Victoria Beckham and David Beckham, Tom
Cruise and Katie Holmes, and Khloe Kardashian and Scott Disick
also choosing to dress their children in this fashionable
line.
4. Stella McCartney Kids: If you’re looking for a line that is
probably one of the most-used when it comes to famous parents
dressing their celebrity kids, look no further than Stella
McCartney Kids. Stella McCartney not only features fashions
for fabulous adults, she also caters to cute kiddos with a
line featuring clothes that are both comfy for kids and
incredibly fashionable. Who’s been spotted dressing their kids
in this brand name? Everyone from singing superstar Madonna to
Jessica Alba, Angelina Jolie, Brad Pitt, and David Beckham. If
you’re looking to dress your child in comfy clothes made for
the stars, Stella McCartney Kids may just be the way to go.
Related Link: Product Review: Get This Spring’s Parenting Must
Haves!
5. Luna Leggings: For a fun and funky twist on a traditional
black legging, try these fun, celebrity-parent-approved
leggings, which mix fashionably bright patterns and colors
with durability and comfort for a kids clothing item that’s
both on trend and on point. How I Met Your Mother star and
celebrity mom Alyson Hannigan has been spotted out with her
daughter Satyana sporting these leggings many times, and Sarah
Jessica Parker and Matthew Broderick’s adorable twin girls

have also been seen in these Luna originals during some of
their rare public appearances.
What do you think of these celebrity fashion trends for kids?
Are they too cute for words, or just not your cup of tea? Let
us know in the comments!

Celebrity
News:
Angelina
Jolie & Brad Pitt Are Talking
Again

By Noelle Downey
This week in celebrity news there’s an item that will have
many Brangelina fans breathing a sigh of relief; Brad Pitt and
Angelina Jolie are talking again. According to EOnlinne.com,
after a six-month period of silence when news of the celebrity
divorce broke, the former couple has finally put aside their
differences enough to open up some direct lines of
communication. While the exes’ relationship is still strained,
a close inside source says their recent move to connect
personally is a “significant step” away from only speaking
through lawyers. The source also claims that things are less
“tense” now between the former power couple and that “they’ve
both agreed to put the kids first.” No doubt Pitt and Jolie’s
six children, Maddox, Pax, Zahara, Shiloh, Knox and Vivienne
are just as relieved as we are that their parents have taken a
step from sour to civil.

This former celebrity couple are

working through their issues for
the benefit of their kids. What are
some ways to keep children out of
the crossfire when it comes to
messy divorce proceedings?
Cupid’s Advice:
There’s no way around it; divorces can be painful and
frustrating. But never fear, as that doesn’t mean they have to
pull apart families for good. Cupid’s on the case to give you
just a few key ways to make sure your divorce won’t demolish
your children’s sense of security:
1. Try your best to stay civil: If there’s constant animosity
between you and your former spouse, your child will pick up on
it. While anger and sadness are normal responses to a life
event like divorce, it’s important to remember that your child
is also likely experiencing these emotions, and keeping your
relationship with your
transition for them.
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civil

will

help
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Related Link: Former Celebrity Couple Angelina Jolie & Brad
Pitt Agree to Seal Divorce Documents
2. Develop a new routine: Angelina Jolie said in a recent
statement to the press, “We are and forever will be a family.
And so that is how I’m coping.” Remember that regardless of
your feelings for your ex, you are first and foremost
a family. If the circumstances of the separation allow it, try
to make room in your new routines for your child(ren) to spend
time with the other parent. While at first this may be
difficult, in the end it will help your whole family cope with
the change.

Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Brad Pitt & Angelina Jolie’s
Lawyers Are Trying to Hash Out Custody Agreement
3. Take care of yourself, too: You can’t be expected to be a
rock for your children if you aren’t first taking care of your
own mental and physical health. A source recently said that
after the Hollywood divorce, Brad is “doing well and is
focused on healthy, clean living.” Take a tip from this
celebrity parent and indulge in some self-care.

Do you think Brad and Angelina are on the right track to
keeping their divorce amicable? Let us know in the comments!

Former
Celebrity
Couple
Angelina Jolie & Brad Pitt
Agree
to
Seal
Divorce
Documents

By Justin Thomas
Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie, popularly known as “Brangelina,”
galvanized fans when news of Jolie filing for divorce hit the
tabloids back in September. The celebrity couple had been
together since 2005, although they’ve been married for only
two years. The split has been publicly scandalous, with the
couple going back and forth with serious allegations against
one another. Pitt was investigated and cleared of child abuse
by the FBI and the L.A. County Department of Children and
Family Services in November after allegations came up in
reference to an alleged incident with son Maddox. In December,
a judge denied Pitt’s request to seal documents in his custody
battle, but the new arrangement came last week after reports
of Jolie agreeing to seal the court documents were issued by
TMZ. The story of this celebrity divorce will no longer be the
gift that keeps on giving.

This former celebrity couple is

obviously seeking some privacy.
What are some ways to keep your
break-up details on the down-low?
Cupid’s Advice:
Breaking up is definitely hard to do, but sometimes keeping
things under wraps can give you that personal space to keep
the peace and a clear mind. Here are some helpful tips to keep
your break-up private:
1. Don’t be hasty: During a break-up, it can be easy to make
rash decisions or statements, but give yourself some time to
breathe and recollect your thoughts before making any moves.
Related Link: How to Get Through a Breakup and Heal Your Heart
2. Stay off social media: Social media is the quickest way for
information to spread, and it’s difficult to dial back once
you put something out into the whirlwind of Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, etc.
Related Link: Johnny Depp Files to Keep Celebrity Divorce
Private
3. Watch the company you keep: Be very selective about who
you share your business with. You don’t know want to get
caught up in a competitive game of telephone.
What are some ways you keep your private relationship
information private? Share your thoughts below!

5 Celebrity Couple Breakups:
Say It Isn’t So

By Tanni Deb and Katie Gray
They say everything happens for a reason, so we can only hope
that these recent celebrity couple breakups are for the best –
because we loved watching their romantic fairy tales unfold.
Whether they were married with children, engaged, or just
dating for awhile, we will miss these celebrity relationships.
The important thing is to take away the positive from any
situation and grow from it!

Cupid

has

compiled

5

Celebrity

Couple Breakups: Say It Isn’t True
1. Lady Gaga & Taylor Kinney: Music icon and actress, Lady
Gaga, dated actor Taylor Kinney for five years. The pair met
on the set of her music video in 2011. Kinney popped the
question and proposed on Valentine’s Day and Gaga had a huge
diamond ring to set it in stone. They announced afterwards
that they were both calling the engagement off, which was a
surprise to fans. However; Lady Gaga recently stated she still
cares about him and her new album has beautiful ballads.
2. Taylor Swift & Tom Hiddleston: “Say you’ll remember me,
standing in a white dress, staring at the sunset, babe,” is
one of the many love song lyrics of singing superstar, Taylor
Swift. She was in a relationship with Tom Hiddleston after
dating musician and DJ, Calvin Harris. Rumor has it that
Hiddleston wanted to be more public with the relationship than
Swift did, which led to their breakup. Regardless; the two had
some great times together, and she will be coming out with
some amazing new love songs!
Related Link: Celebrity Couples We Want To Reunite
3. Jana Kramer & Mike Caussin: Country singer, Jana Kramer,
and former NFL star, have separated. The celebrity couple
have a baby daughter together, Jolie Rae. According to the
news, Caussin had to go to rehab for unidentified reasons, but
Kramer is staying strong and doing everything she can for
their babygirl. We know that these two will be able to coparent and do what is best for their beautiful baby!
4. Angelina Jolie & Brad Pitt: The separation of actors and
icons, Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt, rocked the world and
caused a media frenzy. Jolie filed for divorce, citing
irreconcilable differences. Pitt announced to People magazine
that he was saddened by it and was just concerned about their
children. There have been reports of cheating and arguing over

parenting. Every couple has their ups and downs. Our only hope
is that these two can co-parent together in a healthy way, and
move onto happy futures!
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Engagement Rings
5. Jennifer Meyer & Tobey Maguire: Actor Tobey Maguire and his
wife Jennifer Meyer, sadly split after nine years of marriage.
The celebrity couple have two children together. They issued a
joint statement, saying, “As devoted parents, our first
priority remains raising our children together with enduring
love, respect and friendship.” We applaud them for remaining
positive and focusing on their children!
What celebrity couple breakups shocked you? Comment below.

Celebrity News: Billy Bob
Thornton Says Ex Angelina
Jolie ‘Seems Ok’ Amid Brad
Pitt Divorce

By Kayla Garritano
Everything’s going to be all right. On Friday, November 11, at
his press junket for Bad Santa 2, Billy Bob Thornton revealed
that his ex, Angelina Jolie, has been doing pretty well
amid her celebrity divorce from husband Brad Pitt. According
to UsMagazine.com, Thornton and Jolie were a celebrity couple
who got married back in May 2000 while in Vegas. However,
their relationship ended in 2002. “She seems, you know, OK to
me when I talk to [her],” Thornton said. “I don’t talk to her
that often, though. You know? We’re still very good friends,
but she’s got her world, I’ve got mine.”

This celebrity news sheds some
light on how Angelina is doing amid
her divorce. What are some ways to
deal with divorce drama in an

effective way?
Cupid’s Advice:
Emotional hurt won’t last forever, which is something to think
about if you’ve gone through divorce. Cupid is here to make
the drama a little easier to manage:
1. Ignore the petty communication: If your ex is not trying to
solve a solution, but rather egg on a fight, then it’s not
worth a response. For example, if you dropped off your child,
and your ex-partner sends you a text negatively commenting on
the parenting you did, you do not have to answer. This will
take out some of the fight, and you will be the more positive
person.
Related Link: Angelina Jolie Files for Celebrity Divorce from
Brad Pitt
2. Take a break: Going through a divorce is stressful, and
you’re going to feel overwhelmed. It’s okay to take a step
back for a little while to give yourself room to breathe. You
can’t go on with an unclear head. Get back to it when you’re
ready. Make sure you are healthy!
Related Link: Kate Beckinsale’s Estranged Husband Files for
Celebrity Divorce
3. Remind yourself of the outcome: Keep positive, because once
the divorce is finalized, you’re going to have a better life.
Your divorce is happening for a reason, because you weren’t
happy. It may seem tough now, but in the end, it will be worth
it. Keep your head up and push through!
How have you dealt with divorce drama in an effective way?
Comment below!

Celebrity Couple Predictions:
Angelina
Jolie,
Sharon
Osbourne and Tori Spelling

By Shoshi
In the latest celebrity news, three famous couples have caught
the public’s attention, one of which is a high profiled split
that no one saw coming between Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt;
while two other long term marriages are fighting to survive
after celebrity cheating scandals (Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne,
and Tori Spelling and Dean McDermott). But who’s stepping out
this time around hand in hand? Join me as I look into the

crystal ball of relationships and love. Below, I share my
predictions for these celebrity couples.

Celebrity
Couple
Predictions:
Celebrity Relationships That May or
May Not Last
Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt: When it was announced that
Angelina Jolie had filed to divorce Brad Pitt, gasps were
heard around the world. The fairytale was officially over. But
was their relationship really as wonderful as everyone thought
it was? While most people were surprised that their marriage
is ending, I was surprised that it’s lasted as long as it did.
There were clues that their marriage wasn’t filled with
unicorns and rainbows. Anytime a couple gets married due to
pressure from their children, it isn’t a good sign. This
relationship should have ended a long time ago. Jolie is so
ready to move on. Their pack of kids can beg and plead for her
to go back to Pitt, but it’s a wrap. Rumor has it that she has
already moved into a private residence in Los Angeles that
cost $30,000 per month! It’s time for both of them to move on.
While Pitt is a bit devastated now, he will see that this is
for the best Don’t be surprised if Angelina’s next lover is a
woman. Brad will be fine, women are already getting in
formation to swoop down and grab him. My relationship advice
to him is to stop picking high maintenance women.
Related Link: Find Out How Angelina Jolie Told Brad Pitt She
Wanted a Celebrity Divorce
Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne: Look’s like Sharon and Ozzy Osbourne
are having a real lovefest after Ozzy’s alleged affair with a
celebrity hairstylist earlier this year. He recently surprised
Sharon by showing up on The Talk and giving her a diamond ring
for her birthday. Ever notice how men like to make things
better with diamonds? There are those who feel like their

happiness is staged. Maybe it is, but then again what hasn’t
their relationship been through at this point? I don’t see
anything that will actually cause this celebrity couple to
break up for good.Their marriage has been a bit of a
rollercoaster since day one. Sharon is a ride or die when it
comes to Ozzy. They will continue on with their sweet gestures
in the press. It is what it is. They are basically a famous
couple that at the end of the day is just like everybody else.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Sharon Osbourne
Took Ozzy Back
Tori Spelling and Dean McDermott: Remember all the drama that
Spelling went through with her husband McDermott. It looked
like their marriage was going to end, but Spelling took one
for the team and stuck with it. The couple recently announced
that their fifth child is on the way. There is still conflict
in their relationship that stems back to the Dean’s 2-day
affair when he was working in Canada. Let’s not forget that
Tori actually got together with Dean because they had an
affair while filming a Lifetime movie. McDermott also recently
proposed again to Spelling right before their tenth
anniversary with their kids in attendance. That’s all good,
but I say this marriage is still a hot mess. Spelling can do
so much better than him. When will she see the light? With
baby number five on the way, she may never leave. Being a
single mother with five kids doesn’t sound so sexy when it
comes to dating. McDermott is sneaky and it looks like he just
may bring more heartbreak to Spelling; that may be just the
thing that she needs to let him go and find love with another.
Let’s just say that he is the lucky one in the relationship.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Tori Spelling & Dean McDermott
Celebrate His Bday at Spa Getaway
For more information on Shoshi click here.
What celebrity couples do you want to see predictions for

next? Tell us in the comments below!

Celebrity Divorce: Brad Pitt
& Angelina Jolie’s Lawyers
Are
Trying
to
Hash
Out
Custody Agreement

By Kayla Garritano
It’s slow progress. Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie‘s lawyers are
currently trying to hash out a custody agreement of their six

children in their celebrity divorce. According to
UsMagazine.com, a source says Pitt is waiting to file a
divorce response until the agreement is in place. “Brad has a
month to respond to the initial filing, so there is no rush,”
another source includes. “The fact that things have quieted
down so much is a good indicator that discussions are moving
forward and are productive. The main issue is custody.”

Celebrity divorce is not an easy or
pleasant task. What are some ways
to make negotiations during a
divorce easier?
Cupid’s Advice:
No one likes the process of a divorce, as it takes a lot out
of you. Cupid is here to help you try and make the process a
little easier:
1. Talk it out before the lawyers: Lawyers are very helpful
when it comes to a divorce, but only you and your ex-partner
can talk it out before you take it further. You shouldn’t
expect to go into a divorce without any idea of what the other
person wants. You’d be in for possibly a very big shock.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Brad Pitt Will Fight Angelina
Jolie for Custody of Kids
2. Make a list: Both of you write out a list of what you want
in the divorce. Of course, you can’t list your kids if you
have them. So instead, write out what you believe is a fair
way to get custody of your children. You can exchange and have
your lawyers start to negotiate.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Angelina Jolie Files for Divorce
from Brad Pitt

3. Ease the fighting: Yelling and screaming at each other is
not the way to negotiate, and it tends to make things even
worse. Try to resist the fighting. If you want the divorce to
run smoothly, it’s better off to put the arguing aside.
How have you made negotiations in a divorce easier? Comment
below!

Celebrity Divorce: Brad Pitt
Takes Drug Test Amid Child
Abuse Investigation

By Mallory McDonald
Brad Pitt’s celebrity divorce from Angelina Jolie continues to
be all anyone can talk about! In the most recent celebrity
news, Pitt has agreed to take a drug test amid his child abuse
investigation. A legal source shared with UsMagazine.com, “The
DCFS [Department of Community & Family Services] wouldn’t
compel someone to provide the urine sample for the drug test;
it would be voluntary.” The FBI is investigating Pitt on
federal charges as he was caught on tape “looking drunk” and
yelling at his wife and kids on a private plane. One thing is
for sure, the drama is far from over with this divorce.

This celebrity divorce and abuse
investigation is anything, but
drama-free! What are some ways to
determine if there are dangerous
warning signs pertaining to your
partner’s habits?
Cupid’s Advice:
No one wants to look for the worst in their partner, but
sometimes you are the only one who is able to see it. Use this
relationship advice to help detect the warning signs:
1. Mood swings: If you begin to notice your partner having
fluctuations in their mood, this can be a clear sign that
something is going on in your partner’s life. Try talking to
them about it and if they respond in a hostile way, it may be
time to seek outside help.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Brad Pitt Will Fight Angelina
Jolie For Custody of Kids

2. Verbal warnings: Verbal warning signs can be a clear
indication that things are beginning to take a turn for the
worst. If your significant other is speaking to you in a
harsher and louder tone this could be a warning to you that
things may turn physical and you need to take action.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Angelina Jolie Files For Divorce
from Brad Pitt
3. Behavior patterns: When you have been in a relationship
with a person for a while, you pick up on their daily routines
and patterns. If these steady routines begin to change, you
may want to bring it up with your partner and learn what has
been shifting.
Want signs do you notice when your partner isn’t acting right?
Comment below!

Celebrity
News:
Justin
Theroux Reveals How Marriage
to Jennifer Aniston Works

By Mallory McDonald
Marriage can be tough, especially if you are in a celebrity
marriage and your relationship is constantly in the public
eye. Justin Theroux reveals to UsMagazine.com the key to
making his marriage with Jennifer Aniston successful. Theroux
said, “We appreciate each other’s sense of humor, we respect
one another and we get along. I know it sounds simple but it’s
true!” The two got engaged in 2012 and kept their celebrity
wedding private at their Los Angeles home. They have been in
the news recently due to her ex-husband, Brad Pitt‘s recent
split from Angelina Jolie. A source revealed, “She always got
the sense that something would happen with them eventually.
She didn’t feel that Angelina was truly the one who Brad was
meant to stay with. She always felt that Angelina was too
complex for him. He’s a pretty simple guy.” But despite the
recent celebrity breakup, Theroux and Aniston are stronger
than ever!

In celebrity news, Jennifer Aniston
is a lucky lady. What are some
surefire ways to make your marriage
work?
Cupid’s Advice:
Making a marriage successful is hard work and is not to be
taken lightly. Cupid has some relationship advice on making
your marriage work:
1. Commitment: Deciding to be in a relationship with someone
is one of the biggest commitments you can make. It is
important to respect and continue the promises you made to one
another in the beginning.
Related Link: How Jennifer Aniston Reacted To Brangelina
Celebrity Divorce
2. Romance: Although the relationship may not ever be as fun
and exciting as it was in the beginning, it is important to
keep the spark alive. Do things to keep the relationship
interesting, and create a love that won’t fade.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jennifer Aniston Slams Pregnancy
Rumors, Paparazzi & More
3. Communication: It is the oldest line in the book that you
have to keep the communication strong with your partner, but
it is the truth. As your marriage evolves and dynamics begin
to change, it’s important to continue talking to one another
about your goals and how your marriage is changing. You don’t
want to be on different pages with your partner at any point.
How do you make your marriage work? Share your experiences
below.

Celebrity Divorce: Brad Pitt
Will Fight Angelina Jolie for
Custody of Kids

By Kayla Garritano
Love for your kids will never fade. In the latest celebrity
divorce, Brad Pitt will be fighting for custody of his six
kids from his soon to be ex-wife, Angelina Jolie. According to
UsMagazine.com, it can be confirmed that Pitt hired divorce
attorney Lance Spiegel. But, despite the problems he and Jolie
are having, he still has his children’s best interests in
mind. “He wants to have a significant role in his kids’ lives,

and he wants to be with them consistently, but he also wants
them to be in the most protected and proper environment,” said
a source.

This celebrity divorce could get
ugly. What are some ways to shield
your children from your divorce
drama?
Cupid’s Advice:
If there’s one thing that’s most important in a divorce, it’s
to make sure that you protect your kids from the “ugly.” Cupid
is here to help:
1. Remind them that you love them: A problem with parents
divorcing is that the child may feel like it’s their fault, or
that you don’t love them anymore and that’s why you’re getting
the divorce. Reassure them that it is not their fault, and
that they are what’s most important.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Angelina Jolie Files for Divorce
from Brad Pitt
2. Keep it private: Sometimes, divorcing involves a lot of
fighting. If you do end up arguing, make sure it’s not around
your children. Your child will get upset from hearing mom and
dad fight and yell at each other. Try to move away from your
kids to ensure that they won’t be emotionally affected by your
argument.
Related Link: How Jennifer Aniston Reacted to Brangelina
Celebrity Divorce News
3. Don’t talk trash: You don’t like your soon-to-be ex if
you’re divorcing them; that’s a fact. But that doesn’t mean

you’re allowed to go around and talk poorly about them,
especially in front of the kids. In order to keep your kid
happy, you have to make sure that both of their parents are in
their lives. No good will come from talking badly about the
other parent. Your child shouldn’t have to choose sides.
Have you divorced and kept your kid out of the drama? Comment
below!

